
WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY READING?
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling, The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, 
and Present Over Perfect by Shauna Niequist. I like to have my nose in multiple 
books at one time. I never know what I’m going to feel like reading!

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU?
Aside from a good cup of coffee in a cute mug, I am motivated by the fear of 
stagnation. I hold tight to the mentality that “forward is forward,” no matter how slow 
you go. I refuse to live a mundane, predictable life, but instead, strive towards new 
experiences and personal growth.

WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
I studied abroad in Viterbo, Italy my last semester of college and while there I 
trained for and ran the original marathon course beginning in the city of Marathon 
and ending in Athens, Greece. I stuck to my usual early morning marathon training 
regimen and was able to see great scenery too. With my parents cheering me on 
towards the finish line, I beat my personal best time by over five minutes.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY?
I try to maximize weekends by spending time with my family or traveling to visit 
friends out of the area. Anywhere between San Diego and Portland is my go-to 
domain. I’m always making time for adventure.

WHAT’S YOUR IMPRESSION OF MORRISON & COMPANY 
SO FAR?
I am most impressed with the structure of the business. Everything is so thought out 
and intentional, which relates to how we interact with clients and our quality of 
service. Every single action has a purpose, creating a ripple effect throughout the 
business and client experience.

In July we welcomed Consultant Janae Prentice to our growing Morrison & Company 
People Solutions team. She brings expertise in human relations, organization, and 
project management and is assisting Morrison clients with their recruiting needs.

Janae joined us after several years with State Farm Insurance, a nationwide insurance 
agency. As a customer relations representative, she directly served agribusiness and 
countless other clients. Among other duties, she performed comprehensive insurance 
reviews, drafted new policies to determine the best fit for clients’ needs, and extended 
exceptional value to clients through above and beyond communication and service. 

Our People Solutions service line has grown significantly the past few years and 
Janae has been a tremendous addition to the team. She tailors her talent searches 
to align not only with filling the immediate vacancy but in ensuring that candidates 
are a great fit for the employer’s culture as well. Janae ensures that every project is 
completed through a holistic and streamlined process. 

Janae holds a bachelor’s degree in liberal studies with a minor in child development 
from California State University, Chico. Please learn more about Janae, or any 
member of the Morrison team, at morrisonco.net/about.
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